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We demonstrate that an extended picture of kinetic constraints in glass-forming liquids is sufficient to
explain dynamic anomalies observed in dense suspensions of strongly attracting colloidal particles. We aug-
ment a simple model of heterogeneous relaxation with static attractions between facilitating excitations, in a
way that mimics the structural effect of short-ranged interparticle attractions. The resulting spatial correlations
among facilitated and unfacilitated regions give rise to relaxation mechanisms that account for nonmonotonic
dependence of relaxation times on attraction strength as well as logarithmic decay of density correlations in
time. These unusual features are a simple consequence of spatial segregation of kinetic constraints, suggesting
an alternative physical perspective on attractive colloids than that suggested by mode-coupling theory. Based
on the behavior of our model, we predict a crossover from super-Arrhenius to Arrhenius temperature depen-
dence as attractions become dominant at fixed packing fraction.
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Homogeneous liquids with slowly varying intermolecular
attractions are typically well represented by appropriate hard
sphere reference systemsf1g. The deeply supercooled regime
of simple liquids appears to be no exceptionf2g. Computer
simulations of hard sphere fluids at high packing fractionf
exhibit the canonical features of glass-forming materials, in-
cluding dynamic heterogeneity, stretched exponential decay
of dynamical correlators, and dramatic changes in relaxation
times following small changes in densityscorresponding in
most experiments to small changes in temperatureTd f3g.
Confocal microscopy of colloids under conditions designed
to maximally screen interparticle attractions confirms this
fact f4g. Most of the theoretical approaches developed to
rationalize sluggish dynamics take advantage of the fact that
intermolecular structure at such high densitiessor low tem-
peraturesd differs little from that of the standard liquid state
near the triple point. It is exactly this spatially uniform struc-
ture that justifies a hard sphere representation.

Glass-forming liquids that do not fit into this van der
Waals picture thus not only introduce the possibility of quali-
tatively different dynamical features but also provide a sig-
nificant test of the flexibility of various theoretical perspec-
tives. The simplest such material is a fluid of hard spheres
that attract one another strongly over short distances, realized
experimentally as a suspension of attractive colloidal par-
ticles. In this case attractive forces can play an important role
in determining intermolecular structure. Experiments and
computer simulations indicate that for smallu/T swhereu is
the strength of attractionsd, overall relaxation rates exceed
those of a hard sphere liquid at the same packing fraction
f5–11g. For fixedu, one can thus view melting of the glass as
a consequence of cooling. For largeu/T, however, tight clus-
tering of particles leads to rigid gel-like structures that rear-
range extremely slowly. This second, attraction-driven glassy
state would seem to differ qualitatively from the original
jammed materialsu=0d in both structure and dynamicsf12g.

Calculations based on mode-coupling theory have moti-
vated much of the experimental study of slow dynamics in
attractive colloids, predicting the existence of multiple glassy
states and relaxation times that vary nonmonotonically with
u/T at fixedf f13–15g. The physical origins of these predic-
tions, however, are difficult to assess. Attraction-driven
changes in dynamics have been ascribed to loosening of the
dense liquid environment that confines particle motion. But
the mean field approximation underlying mode-coupling
theory would seem unable to capture the inhomogeneous
particle clustering necessary for such a mechanism. This
mean field nature is most problematic in generating a spuri-
ous dynamical arrest at largeu/T or f. Nonetheless, many
predictions of mode-coupling theory, including logarithmi-
cally slow relaxation near reentrance to the attractive glass,
have been verified by dynamic light scatteringf5–11g.

A more intuitive, though less detailed, theory of deeply
supercooled liquids has been constructed by consideringonly
the inhomogeneous fluctuations that lie outside the scope of
mode-coupling theoryf16–19g. Jamming at high density pre-
vents all but a small fraction of particles from moving a
significant distance over any short time interval. The loose
regionssor defectsd which enable nearby relaxation are there-
fore sparse and essentially uncorrelated in space. Although
the statistics and spatial patterns of these defects may be
trivial, their dynamics are complicated by the fact that
jammed regions cannot spontaneously loosen unless nearby
motion provides space for them to do so. In other words,
defects can only be created in the vicinity of other defects.
Such a constraint greatly limits the accessible pathways for
exploring phase spacef18g.

The simplest model embodying this picture consists of
noninteracting excitations whose dynamics are coupled to-
gether by kinetic constraints. Each cell of a lattice, with the
size of a liquid’s density correlation length, is thus desig-
nated as either excited,ni =1, or jammed,ni =0. Creating
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defects in a liquid requires local reorganization of particles
and thus costs entropysor, in a thermal system, free energyd.
This cost is represented schematically by an external field
h.0, limiting the average concentration of mobile cells
knil;c!1. The model system’s total energy is thenH
=hoi=1

N ni. sThroughout this paper we express all energies in
units of T, distances in units of the lattice spacing, and fre-
quencies in units of the rate at which an unbiased, uncon-
strained cell changes its excitation state.d Cell mobilities
change with rates that preserve a canonical distribution, but
are subject to a constraint of facilitation; namely, celli is
only free to change its state when one of its nearest neigh-
bors is already excited. In the one-dimensional East model
only cell i −1 can facilitate changes at celli f20g. In the
Fredrickson-AndersensFAd model either neighborsi +1 or
i −1d can provide facilitationf21g.

Despite their simplicity one-dimensional facilitation mod-
els exhibit remarkably nontrivial dynamics. Garrahan and
Chandler have shown that kinetic constraints in these models
confer special geometries on trajectories below a crossover
value ofc f18g. These spatiotemporal patterns result in slug-
gish relaxation with temperature dependences mirroring
those of many glass-forming materialsf19,22,23g. There are
even indications that scaling of such geometric features near
a dynamical critical point atT=0 may be universal among
facilitation models and real liquidsf24g. Nevertheless, a de-
tailed relationship between between mobility-promoting de-
fects and molecular degrees of freedom remains elusive.

It is not obvious that the kinetic facilitation picture is
sufficiently flexible to account for the anomalous dynamical
behavior reported for colloidal suspensionsf25g. Basic facili-
tation models possess a single control parameterc, which
seems best to correspond to the densitysor temperatured of a
real material. The monotonic growth of relaxation times with
decreasingc in these models appears to prohibit a straight-
forward explanation of reentrance and multiple glassy states
in terms of dynamic heterogeneities alone. In this article we
describe a simple extension of the kinetic facilitation picture
inspired by structural changes arising from short-ranged at-
tractions. We then examine the dynamics of an appropriately
modified one-dimensional East model and demonstrate strik-
ing agreement with the phenomenology of attractive col-
loids.

We assert that the primary effect of introducing short-
ranged attractions in a dense, disordered material is to pro-
duce a gradual segregation of tightly clustered, immobile re-
gions from loose regions enriched with facilitating defects.
In the limit of very strong attractions such demixing pro-
duces gel-like structures and eventually macroscopic phase
separation, as seems appropriate for strongly attractive col-
loids. In the context of one-dimensional facilitation models,
gradual demixing is naturally generated by adding attractions
between adjacent excitations:

H = − eo
i=1

N

nini+1 + hse,cdo
i=1

N

ni . s1d

Although clusters and voids would certainly segregate as de-
sired with increasing attraction strengthe, the average con-

centration of mobile cells would increase significantly if the
external fieldh did not change. We imagine that increasing
attraction strength in a liquid with fixed density, however,
does not significantly change the concentration of facilitating
defectssin a sense, the total free volumed. If we view c as
uniquely determined byf, then the field strengthh must be
adjusted to maintain a desired value ofc for any e. With a
routine change of variables,si =2ni −1, Eq. s1d becomes
swithin an additive constantd the energy of a one-dimensional
Ising model with exchange interactionJ=e /4, magnetic field
H=−sh−ed /2, and magnetization per spinksil=−1+2c. The
required adjustment of external field givenc ande is thus a
standard resultf26g:

hse,cd = e + 2 sinh−1S 1 − 2c

2Îcs1 − cd
e−e/2D . s2d

This constraint on the density of excitations, motivated by
the notion of conserved free volume at a specific packing
fraction, distinguishes our approach from simply adding at-
tractions to a conventional model of kinetic facilitation. It is
an essential feature, without which dynamical anomalies
such as reentrance would not be obtained.

We emphasize that the attraction between defects in our
model does not represent a literal interaction energy between
mobile regions in a liquid. In a liquid it is of course particles
that attract one another, the effect of which is to drive mobile
regions together. Attractions in Eq.s1d could thus be viewed
as a potential of mean force between mobile regions, or sim-
ply as a measure of clustering tendency. For a fixed value of
c, it is in fact energetically immaterial whether attractions act
between adjacent excited lattice cells,ni, or between adjacent
jammed cells, 1−ni.

The structural effect of nonzeroe for a particular value of
c is clear: Excitations cluster together, and the average spac-
ing between consecutive clusters,d, grows:

d < Hd0 + see − 1d, e ! h0,

c−1/2ee/2, e @ h0.
J s3d

Here,d0<c−1 andh0< lns1/cd are the values ofd andh at
e=0. Just as short-ranged attractions enhance transient struc-
tural heterogeneity in a liquid, attractions in the East model
generate nontrivialsi.e., nonideal gasd spatial patterns of de-
fects. The dynamical consequences are more subtle. In a Me-
tropolis Monte Carlo trajectory the rate of exciting a cell at
the boundary of an excitation domainsor alongside a single
excitationd is e−sh−ed. Larger values ofJ in the isomorphic
Ising model require weaker symmetry-breaking magnetic
fields to maintain fixed magnetization, so thathse ,cd−e de-
creases monotonically withe:

h − e < Hh0 − e + 2csee − 1d, e ! h0,

c−1/2e−e/2, e @ h0.
J s4d

Attractions therefore expedite fluctuations in the vicinity of
excitations. This enhanced defect creation rate must be bal-
anced, however, in order to preserve the proper equilibrium
distribution. Here, balance is provided by the decline in num-
ber of excited clusters per lattice cell.

In the FA model defects may diffuse freely through the
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system through short sequences of local moves, e.g., 10
→11→01. The directionality of constraints in the East
model gives rise to more complex, self-similar relaxation
pathways when the density of excitations is low. In this case
all excitation domains are pinned on one side, as is clear
from the trajectory plotted in Fig. 1, and can fully relax only
when contacted by another domain on that side. Fore=0, the
minimum energy path for connecting two defects separated
by a distance,=2m establishes a set of isolated defects be-
tween them. These stepping stones are situated hierarchi-
cally, at, /2 ,3, /4 ,7, /8 , . . . ,,−1, giving rise to an energetic
barrier Ds,d=mh0 f27g. The overall relaxation rate is then
G0<e−Dsd0d=d0

−h0/ln 2.
Attractions establish a length scalea<h/ sh−ed below

which it is energetically advantageous to fill immobile spaces
between excitations with additional defects. Gap filling
sclearly visible in the trajectory of Fig. 1d effectively renor-
malizes the basic hierarchical relaxation mechanism. Low
energy pathways, such as that depicted in Fig. 2 fora=8, do
not involve isolated defects separated by distances smaller
than a. This change of scale, which grows monotonically
with e,

a < H1 + e/h0, e ! h0,

ec1/2ee/2, e @ h0,
J s5d

has two important consequences. First, the activation energy
for pathways connecting subsequent excitations renormal-
izes. For ,=s2m−1da+1, the barrier becomesDs,d=sm
−1dh+ash−ed<h lns, /ad / ln 2. Second, a new time scaleta

emerges, corresponding to the frequency with which excita-
tion domains spontaneously grow to sizea.

Because in the East model domains are bound on one
side, fluctuations of the boundaries dividing excited domains
from immobile domainssi.e., domain wallsd are equivalent to
the motion of a one-dimensional random walker. The poten-
tial energy of this walker at positionx is sh−edx, and a
reflecting boundary restricts motion tox.0. Excursions for
which the change in energy is comparable toT are essen-
tially diffusive in nature, occurring with a frequency propor-

tional to sh−ed2. Excursions of lengthL. sh−ed−1 are less
frequent by a factor of expfsh−edL−1g. The basic time scale
associated with steps of lengtha@1 is thereforeta<sh
−ed−2eh.

Assembling these results, we estimate the relaxation rate
for e.0 as

G < sh − ed2 expF− h −
h

ln 2
lnsd/adG . s6d

This expression depends on attraction strengthe implicitly
through h, d, and a. Each of these quantities grows with
increasinge, but their combination in Eq.s6d may be non-
monotonic.

Through renormalization of the basic dynamical length
scale, attractions aid the propagation of excitations. But for
fixed c, attractions also increase the distance excitations must
propagate to achieve relaxation. The quantityh lnsd/ad char-
acterizes this competition. For weak attractions, lnsd/ad
< ln d0−e /h0 varies much more rapidly thanh<h0+2ce,
and relaxation becomes more facile with increasinge:

lnS G

G0
D <

e

ln 2
, e ! h0. s7d

The defect concentrationc does not appear in this result,
which should be accurate in the limit of smallc. Terms of
order sln cd−1, which for moderately small values ofc cause

FIG. 1. A representative trajectory of the one-dimensional at-
tractive East model withc=0.10 ande=4.0. Vertical cross sections
are snapshots of a portion of the systemsseveral hundred lattice
cellsd, in which excited lattice cells are colored black. Unexcited
cells are not shown. Time runs along the horizontal axis. The total
duration of this trajectory segment is 1000 units of the relaxation
time of a single facilitated cell. See Ref.f18g for a detailed discus-
sion of this manner of depicting trajectories and the space-time
geometry it reveals.

FIG. 2. Renormalization of the hierarchical relaxation mecha-
nism characteristic of the East model. A small portion of the system
is depicted horizontally at each step. Numberss0 and 1d indicate the
presence or absence of individual excitations in a sequence of con-
figurations proceeding from top to bottom. Each of the ten steps
comprising this schematic trajectory involves creating orsnearlyd
destroying blocks ofa=8 consecutive excitations.sThe simple se-
quences of single-cell changes that create and destroy these blocks
are not shown.d This idealized example represents the lowest-
energy pathway that results in elimination of the rightmost defect.
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the initial growth in lnG to differ for different attraction
strengths, have been omitted.

For strong attractions, lnsd/ad< lnse /cd varies instead
more slowly thanh<e, so thatG decreases with increasing
e. In this regime the change of dynamic length scale is in-
sufficient to offset the enhanced sparseness of excitation do-
mains. Relaxation rates should thus be maximum at the
crossover from small-e to large-e behavior, i.e., neare=h0.

The hierarchical mechanism we have described is sensible
only for a,d. When the renormalized length scale is com-
parable to or larger thand, there are few consecutive defects
separated by distances larger thana. For e*c−1 the mini-
mum energy pathway connecting defects simply excites all
intervening lattice cells. Domain wall fluctuations are then
the only relevant dynamics. A domain wall excursion of
length d requires activation energydsh−ed, which ap-
proachesc−1 in the limit of largee. Relaxation rates fora
*d vary with attraction strengthsat fixed cd in a simple
Arrhenius fashion,G<fsh−edg2e1/c<c−1e−e+1/c.

Numerical simulations of the East model defined by Eqs.
s1d and s2d verify these expected features. The relaxation
time t is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function ofe for several values
of c between 0.01 and 0.2. We definet through the persis-
tence functionpstd, i.e., the average fraction of cells that do
not change over a time interval of lengtht f23g. Specifically,
pstd=1/e, so a majority of cells have undergone fluctuations
within time t. Most importantly, numerical results confirm
the existence of reentrant dynamics as attraction strength in-
creases. The maximum relaxation rate can be nearly two or-
ders of magnitude larger than its value ate=0 in this range
of defect concentration. As expected, this maximum occurs
near e=lns1/cd. Reentrance should become still more dra-
matic for smaller values ofc.

For the larger values ofc we have considered, the

asymptotic behavior fora*d begins to appear in our simu-
lation results at largee. sFor smallerc, the corresponding
range ofe is numerically inaccessible.d Several results point
to dominance of activated domain wall fluctuations in this
regime. First, the Arrhenius behavior of lnG evident in Fig. 3
is consistent with our analysis. Interestingly, although the
hard sphere liquidsand thee=0 East modeld is a fragile
glass-formerf28g, our results suggest that the reentrant glass
state is instead strong. This prediction seems reasonable,
given that gel-like structures have much in common with
conventionally strong, network-forming materialsf29g. It
would be straightforward to test in experiments or molecular
dynamics simulations by varying the temperature at fixed
packing fraction and attraction strength.

The decay of the persistence function exhibits a more di-
rect signature of domain wall fluctuations. For small values
of c, a great majority of lattice cells are unexcited at any
time. The average fraction of relaxed spins, 1−pstd, should
thus be largely determined by the growth of excited domains.
sRelaxation of the initially excited minority contributes only
weakly and at early times.d Recall that the time required for
a typical domain wall excursion of lengthL is t<sh
−ed−2esh−edL. In other words the typical extent of domain
growth at timet is L,sh−ed−1lnfsh−ed2tg. As a result, the
persistence function

pstd < 1 − L/d s8d

<const −c lnstd s9d

decays logarithmically. Equations9d suggests that the coeffi-
cient of logarithmic relaxation forpstd and related correla-
tion functions should not change significantly withu/T for
fixed packing fraction.pstd is plotted in Fig. 4 forc=0.14
and several values ofe. A period of logarithmic decay, with
a slope on the order ofc, appears as attractions are intro-

FIG. 3. Average timet required for all butN/e cells to flip, as
a function of attraction strengthe. The concentrations are, from
bottom to top,c=0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, and
0.18. The continuous time Monte Carlo simulations that generated
these results employedN=105 lattice cells.

FIG. 4. Persistencepstd as a function of timet for several values
of e with c=0.14. Dashed lines highlight regions where logarithmic
relaxation is noticeable.
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duced and becomes more prominent ase increases. Since the
average spacing between excited domains still exceedsa in
this case, the terminal decay ofpstd maintains a form char-
acteristic of hierarchical relaxation. Logarithmic decay
should extend over longer time spans for smallerc and larger
e. The two decades of such decay apparent in Fig. 4 fore
ù6 reflect only the limit of our computational resources.

In summary, the simplest physically motivated modifica-
tion of the East model reproduces the principal dynamical
anomalies of attractive colloidal suspensions. In contrast to
mode-coupling theory, our model suggests simple physical
origins of these features. It is the combination of static and
dynamic heterogeneity in our picture that generates addi-
tional dynamical features. Clustering of mobility renormal-
izes the relaxation mechanism that predominates in the ab-
sence of attraction. Reentrance results directly from a
competition between a growing dynamic length scalea and a
growing static length scaled. When the scale of uninter-
rupted defect propagation exceeds the typical separation be-
tween defect domains, the primary mode of relaxation
crosses over to simple domain wall fluctuations, whose dy-
namics give rise to logarithmic relaxation. Although we have
presented results only for a modified East model, an equiva-
lently modified FA model shares much of the same behavior.
Basic relaxation pathways are similarly renormalized, lead-
ing to reentrance of comparable magnitude. Logarithmic re-
laxation is less pronounced in this case, since excitation do-
mains are not pinned on one side. At long times, fluctuations
of a domain’s two walls become correlated, and our argu-
ments for the decay ofpstd do not strictly apply.

Based on the dynamics of the attractive East model we
make several predictions that may be tested by experiment or
by numerical simulation of colloid dynamics. Most signifi-
cantly, our results imply for increasing attraction strength not
only a transformation from strong to fragile glass but also
rapid growth of the length scale associated with dynamic

heterogeneity. Recent computer simulationsf30,31g are con-
sistent with this latter prediction.

We are aware of another effort to rationalize the behavior
of attractive colloids within the kinetic facilitation picture
f32g. This approach, in contrast to our own, preserves a lack
of static spatial correlations between defects. It achieves re-
entrance by instead modulating the details of facilitation con-
straints. The two pictures are most distinct for very strong
attractions, where spatial correlations between defects in our
model become long ranged. In our view this behavior natu-
rally reflects the growing range of correlated density fluctua-
tions in a disordered material as the strength of interparticle
attractions increasessor temperature decreasesd. Detailed ex-
periments or computer simulations should be sufficient to
assess the relative validity of these approaches by character-
izing spatial distributions of dynamic heterogeneities on
short time scales.

Although the kinetic facilitation picture is most sensible at
high density, it is interesting to consider the implications of
our results for low packing fraction and very large attraction
strength. In a version of the attractive East model in more
than one dimension, nearly irreversible aggregation of im-
mobile regions would describe the growth of sparse fractal
patterns similar to those observed in experimentsf33,34g. It
may therefore be possible to map the entire phase diagram of
our model sin the plane ofc−1 and ed onto that of a real
attractive colloidal suspensionsin the plane off andu/Td.
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